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A TRIBUTE TO KATHY BISHOP GARTLAND 1935-2019  

Kathy Gartland was a lifelong resident of Woodbridge, a lover of history and open space conservation. (Among many other accom-
plishments she chaired the town Conservation Commission from 1983 to 2007.) In her honor Richard Jeynes, a director of the Amity 
and Woodbridge Historical Society and lifelong friend of Kathy, wrote a short piece for her about her father and his friends in their 
fox hunting days. 

Fox hunting was long a popular pastime in Woodbridge: foxes were plentiful in the area during the Indian occupation and plagued 
the European residents from their arrival in the 1600s until suburbanization drove most of them to deeper woodland. We know from 
the recorded remembrances of Richard Sperry (1875-1966) that foxes were still hunted by many local farmers in his day. He de-
scribes the walls of a hunter’s barn on Beecher Road that was “covered with animal pelts, drying, mostly fox and rabbit.” Mr. Sperry  
said “I take pride in the fact I killed more foxes than any other man in Woodbridge” and “sold the pelts to a fur house in New York.”  

There was even a “Woodbridge Hunt Club” for a time. In 1911 the Newton-Russell home on the south corner of present day Race-
brook Road and Milan Road was sold from the estate of Elizabeth Russell to Frank and Carrie Beede, and it was at this house that a 
“Woodbridge Hunt Club” was reportedly formed and thrived after 1911 until about 1930. 

By the 1940s a new group of stalwart gentlemen took up the “sport” as a guise for roaming throughout Woodbridge, enjoying each 
other’s company while learning every nook and cranny of their beloved home town. Among the regulars were Kathy’s father, Joe 
Bishop, Buz Eaton, Ted Clark, Cliff Miller, Howie Michaels and Jack Schapell. The hunters often invited boys along on their ram-
bles to learn their skills and local lore. They included Andy Bishop, Jimmy Os-
trander and Eddie Hill. It is doubtful that they ever fired a shot but there they were 
on a November or December day with rifles in hand and their trusty dogs by their 
sides. 

Rich Jeynes testifies that their stories of hunting were informative and humorous. 
Liz Eaton tells us that her father had a jeep with a dog house on the back because 
invariably the dogs would wander off and get lost, so the men would have to hunt 
for the dogs! The solution they devised was to drop the dog house off where the 
dogs had disappeared and come back next morning, when they would find the 
dogs all gathered into their “nest”. 

These men, all of whom were outstanding citizens of Woodbridge with many lasting accomplishments for the town, seemed also to 
instill the love of land and countryside in their own children so that many of these children, like Kathy, went on to be vocal advo-
cates of conservation and preservation. 

March 2019 

Hunters Joe Bishop and his father Dr. Burton Bishop  

Woodbridge Fox Hunters 
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Next Capital Project for the Darling House: Save the Barn! 

In early January, we invited one of the Connecticut Trust for Historical Preservation’s traveling consultants, Greg Farmer, to the 
Darling House to see the great barn and advise us about grants for its assessment, repair and restoration. Although the AWHS has 
often worked with the Connecticut Trust in the past (most recently in securing grants from the 1772 Foundation for lead paint re-
moval and restoration to the Darling House itself), this was Mr. Farmer’s introduction to the site. President Alexia Belperron and 
architectural consultant Leland Torrance gave him the grand tour. 

Mr. Farmer thought the barn was an impressive early example, but also noted that the structure needs immediate attention as infil-
tration of water and weather are already starting to take their toll. The first step, however, must be the removal of the pieces of the 
old Lucy Street School that have been stored in the barn ever since that school house was taken down decades ago. We are working 
with Leland and the town to acquire temporary storage containers for the pieces so that they can be removed as soon as possible. 
Then an assessment grant, the first step in renovating the barn for future use, can be written, hopefully in spring. (If any of you 
know of an individual or organization that might be interested in the school house please contact us for more information.) 

Learning New Things about the Darling House and Outbuildings 

Widening the tour, Mr. Farmer was shown other farm outbuildings including the smaller barn (part of which had been an ice 
house), carriage barn, chicken coop, and outhouse. He encouraged us to include some or all the outbuildings in our tours, and we 
hope to be able to open some of them up to you during our summer or fall open houses. When the great barn is renovated he envi-
sioned with us that it could be part of a wider site interpretation by providing an interior space for events, thus increasing the inter-
est and value of the whole property, not just the house itself. 

Mr. Farmer had never visited the house and during his tour, several things caught his eye. He was struck not just by the quality of 
the building but the remarkable collection of textiles, documents, furniture, and other artifacts related to the Darling family—and to 
Woodbridge in general—that were willed to the historical society, and he encouraged us to try to increase our visibility throughout 
the state and to increase the scope of our exhibits. Our ability to do that is naturally limited by the fact that we’re an all-volunteer 
organization, but he made us aware that support for further development of our resources is available from the Department of Cul-
tural Tourism’s Good to Great grant program and we will be identifying a suitable project and applying for a grant this year. (if you 
have suggestions for programs or improvements you would like to see at the Darling house, please email them to us.) 

Mr. Farmer also noted some important architectural features of the house including the unusual and impressive paneling, framing in 
the attic that suggested a change in the roofline from an older saltbox form and, in the basement, atypical floor joists: exceptionally 
close-spaced and with chamfered edges; that is, finished like visible ceiling beams. Were they reused from the house that was on 
the property when Thomas Darling bought it? 

Thus, there is much to discover in the house itself as well as the barn. Mr. Farmer agreed that we may have one of the very best 
house museums in the state and with our combined efforts we hope to take it from Good to Great not only helping to preserve 
Woodbridge history but to make the Darling House an important destination site. 

Alexia Belperron, AWHS President 

The President's Message 

Hearth Cooking at the March Open House 

Sunday, March 17th 2—4 PM 

Featuring Colcannon 
 

We hope you will join us for another round of hearth cooking at the Darling house. This 
March we will cook some Irish recipes in honor of Saint Patrick’s Day. 

It is sometimes difficult to discern the origins of recipes our forefathers used, but all 
seem to agree that colcannon is uniquely Irish. The main ingredient of colcannon is 
potatoes and although they are not native to Ireland, the Irish along with the French 
were the first Europeans to embrace the potato. The earliest reference to colcannon ap-
pears to be from a 1735 diary of an Irish traveler. Both rich and poor ate colcannon, 
albeit with some different ingredients, and by the 1770s colcannon had also become a favorite of the wealthy English.  

In addition to potatoes, Colcannon traditionally contains something from the “brassica” family of vegetables (for example cabbage 
or kale), and something from the onion family. Richer recipes also included butter and/or cream, and perhaps eggs as well as some 
spices, and maybe vinegar. 

Colcannon was originally cooked around Halloween and different traditions involve girls using it to try to predict when they would 
find a husband (some including hanging a sock containing a spoonful of colcannon on their front doors to attract suitors). As cab-
bage and potatoes were also vegetables that kept through the long winter months, versions of colcannon were certainly eaten at this 
time of year, late winter, when few other options existed. 

We will also bake some Irish soda bread. The Irish were not known to have bread as a mainstay of their diets, so Irish soda bread 

most likely dates from the mid to late nineteenth century. We might also try our hands at some traditional Irish stew. Come join us. 
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In his journal for the year 1689, Puritan minister Increase Mather noted, "More people have gone from New England than have come 
hither." After 1640, when England's political climate once again became favorable to Protestantism, many Puritans chose to 
flee New England's unfavorable climate of "bitter & deadlie" winters.  English colonists found New England winters were much 
harsher than old England's. To add to their shock, they'd expected their new home to be warmer than England, based on its more 
southerly latitude. They also had the bad fortune to arrive in the wilderness during the Little Ice Age - and as if that wasn't bad 
enough, within a particularly cold period of the Little Ice Age, lasting from 1550 to 1700. 
 
Understandably, winter weather was a matter of great concern for the hearty farmers and sailors who decided to stay. In the 1630 
poem "New England's Annoyances" (probably the first English poem written in the New World) the anonymous author laments: 
 
'From the end of November till three months are gone, 
The ground is all frozen as hard as a stone. 
Our mountains and hills and our valleys below 
Being commonly covered with ice and with snow. 
And when the northwest wind with violence blows, 
Then every man pulls his cap over his nose: 
But if any's so hardy and will it withstand, 
He forfeits a finger, a foot or a hand.' 
 
Most of the familiar weather-lore brought by the English colonists was useless 
in their new land. Following Native Americans' advice, they tried observing 
nature to help predict the weather. They prepared for a difficult winter when 
autumn trees were heavily laden with acorns, pine cones and berries, native ani-
mals grew thicker than usual coats and bushier tails, wide rings appeared on woolly bear caterpillars and deer fed near human habita-
tion. If they noticed a hornets' nest hanging high in a tree, muskrat holes high on the river bank and the beavers' lodge built unusually 
tall, they feared deep snowbanks would soon follow. 
 
As years passed, the colonists became familiar with New England's weather patterns and they created a new body of lore. They 
learned to predict the whole winter's severity by the first snowfall. "Snow calls to snow," an old saying goes. If snow falls and melts 
the same day, it won't snow again soon and it will probably be a mild winter without heavy snow. But if snow falls and stays, it is 
"waiting for more snow to join it." Snow will continue to accumulate throughout the winter. It was also believed that if snowfall 
came early, spring would come early, too: "White Christmas, Green Easter." 
 
Traditional formulae exist to predict the number of snowstorms that will occur in a given winter. The methods all begin by noting the 
date and moon-phase of the season's first snow. The "prognosticator" must use a calendar, an almanac and only count the first storm 
bringing "enough snow to track a cat" - deep enough for a cat's paw-prints to show. The systems differ widely in their results, which 
is usually attributed to local weather patterns. For example, a winter rainstorm on the shoreline of Connecticut can be snow for in-
land residents. It's also a convenient excuse for inaccurate forecasts. In any age, predicting the weather is a chancy endeavor. 
 
A popular saying claims the size of the snowflake indicates the size of the snowfall: "Little snow, big snow. Big snow, little snow." 
This refers to the fact that fine-grained snow usually comes with a prolonged storm while large flakes fall during flurries. The same 
idea is expressed in rhyme: 
 
'Snow like sand will cover the land. 
Snow like a feather, won't last forever.' 
 
While observations of nature and the sky have at least some scientific basis for their forecasts, other snow-lore remains mere super-
stition. For example, old-time folks thought the accidental dropping of kitchen utensils predicted storms:  
 
Drop a spoon, ladle, bowl, shovel or bucket: Expect heavy, wet snow or freezing rain. (If the bowl breaks, look out for a blizzard.) 
Drop a table fork or hay-fork: Expect light, powdery snow - although possibly of high volume, to "dig in." 
Drop a knife or saw: Expect sharp, bitterly cold winds. 
 
Our 17th and 18th Century ancestors might have blamed our recent, destructive ice storm on a concurrent lunar event: a red-colored 
(hence, "blood") full moon caused by a total lunar eclipse. The eclipse began on Sunday, Jan. 20 at 9:36 PM and peaked at 12:12 AM 
on Jan. 21, just after midnight on Sunday night. That weekend, one of the worst ice storms in decades swept the Amity region and 
nearby towns.  The moon was often linked to precipitation in folk adages. One rhyme warns: "Full moon and snow / Strong winds 
will blow." A halo around the moon foretold rain or snow, soon. In winter, this meant snow or ice within two days. Storms "on the 
full" (of the moon) were said to bring heavy rain, ice or snow. An eclipse was thought to presage "dire happenings."  
 
While the localized damage from January's ice storm hardly qualifies as "dire," it's hard to deny our forefathers' lore was surprisingly 
accurate on that occasion. On a winter night, when weather and the cosmos combined in a dramatic show, fallen trees and power 
outages reminded us: we still have to worry about New England winters. 
 

Winter Weather Lore In New England by Mickie Sistrand 
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Mark Your Calendar—Upcoming Events hosted by the  
Amity and Woodbridge Historical Society 

 

Sunday, March 17, 2019 , 2—4 PM; Open House at the Darling House featuring Hearth 

Cooking with an Irish flair—and a new display from our collection  
 

Sunday, May 5th, 2019,  2 - 4 PM; Children’s Day at the Old South School House Johnson 

Road, Woodbridge 
 

Sunday, May 19th, 2019,   2—4 PM; Amity and Woodbridge Historical Society Annual  

Meeting featuring Kandie Carle and her presentation of  

Regency Fashion in Jane Austen's Day- First Church of Christ Parish House,  

5 Meetinghouse Lane, Woodbridge CT 

 
All these events are free and open to the public.  

Date on your address 

label was your last  

contribution to AWHS.  


